
FEN (FarEast Network, JP/KR/CN/SG/TH） 

FEN is an improvised music group founded by Japanese musician Otomo Yoshihide in 2008. he 

invited 3 musicians who are also organizers from 3 other Asian counties. 

They have never talk about music direction or construction but just improvise. They share samilar 

tradition and react to different society. The most important thing for meet is food and playing 

together. Their concert could be intense and noisy, or super quiet, sometimes come with melody 

and poetry. Anything is possible. 

They have played at MIMI Festival (Marseille), Asian Meeting Festival (Tokyo and Nagoya), 

Cafe Oto (London), Dampfzentrale (Bern), Area Sismica (Forlì, Italy) and toured in South Korea 

and China. 

FEN is Otomo Yoshihide (JP), Yan Jun (CN), Yuen Cheewai (SG/TH) and Ryu Hankil (KR) 

An interview (in chinese) by Contemporary Art & Investment magazine: 

http://blog.artintern.net/blogs/articleinfo/dongbingfeng/43762 

 

 

Photo: FEN live at Yamaguchi Center of Art and Media, 2008; upper is Otomo Yoshihide’s installation (Photo: 

Ryuichi Maruo, Courtesy of YCAM) 

 

Otomo Yoshihide (JP） 

Yoshihide Ōtomo (大友 良英 Ōtomo Yoshihide, born August 1, 1959 in Yokohama, Japan) is a 

Japanese composer and multi-instrumentalist. 

He first came to international prominence in the 1990s as the leader of the noise rock group 

Ground Zero, and has since worked in a variety of contexts, ranging from free improvisation to 

noise, jazz, avant-garde and contemporary classical. He is also a pioneering figure in the 

EAI-scene, and is featured on important records on labels like Erstwhile Records. He plays guitar, 

turntables, and electronics. 

http://blog.artintern.net/blogs/articleinfo/dongbingfeng/43762
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japan


http://www.japanimprov.com/yotomo/ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yoshihide_%C5%8Ctomo 

http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E5%A4%A7%E5%8F%8B%E8%89%AF%E8%8B%B1 

 

 
Photo: Otomo Yoshihide’s 4-arm turntable (as instrument and installation) 

 

Yan Jun (CN) 

Yan Jun, musician and writer. born in Lanzhou in 1973. based in Beijing. 

Involved in: improvisation, electronics, feedback, site-specific performance/installation, field 

recording, noise, organizing, writing. 

Member of: FEN (FarEast Network), Tea Rockers Quintet, Impro Committee. 

He has toured in US, Australia, Europe and Asia. also touring to audiences’ living rooms as a 

moving project. His Micro Feedback project is a headphone hypnotizing for small amount of 

audience. 

www.yanjun.org 

www.subjam.org 

 

Ryu Hankil (KR) 

Hankil was a keyboard player in two famous Korean indie pop groups, but eventually left the 

groups because he was tired of typical music making and sounds.Then he started his own solo 

electro pop project, Daytripper and he was mentioned first generation of Korean Electronica. 

Released two solo albums as a Daytripper. His experiences about music making of electronica 

makes him to do find different way. He is interested in find another musical structure depend on 

abandoned objects likes clockworks, typewriters, telephones and there vibrations now. Hankil has 

organised a monthly event called RELAY since 2005. He established his own publishing office 

called Manual also, and releases improvised music and magazines. 

Ryu Hankil was born in 1975 in Seoul, South Korea. He is a member of Otomo Yoshihide’s new 

project ‘FEN (Far East Network)’ now. 

themanual.co.kr 

http://www.japanimprov.com/yotomo/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yoshihide_%C5%8Ctomo
http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E5%A4%A7%E5%8F%8B%E8%89%AF%E8%8B%B1
http://www.yanjun.org/
http://www.subjam.org/
http://www.themanual.co.kr/


 

    

Photo: (left) Yan Jun’s live set; (right) Ryu Hankil and his instrument 

 

Yuen Cheewai (SG/TH) 

Yuen Chee Wai is a designer, photographer and sound artist. As a sound artist, he has performed 

extensively locally and overseas. He has designed and composed sound for dance, film and TV / 

radio. His sound explorations take the drone / ambient / field recording approaches. Chee Wai’s 

strong interest in Philosophy and Cultural Studies often finds him incorporating textual ideas and 

concepts in his sound work, with themes like memory, loss and invisibility as main thought 

trajectories. Chee Wai also performs in the bands hellokittyriots and Light of the South. He is also 

a founding member of sporesac (Singapore Sonic Arts Collective), a collective of sound artists 

based in Singapore. As an artist featured in the Singapore Biennale 2006, he installed a piece of 

work entitled, The Fog Is Rising, with George Chua. Chee Wai makes a daily living dredging 

through design and photography work for his own design boutique, ferret. 

http://www.facebook.com/chee.waiyuen 

http://www.facebook.com/chee.waiyuen


 
Photo: Yuen Cheewai; by courtesy of Contemporary Art & Investment 

 

Sin:Ned (HK) 

Sin:Ned,  from  Hong  Kong,  aka Wong  Chung‐fai.  Improviser,  experimentalist  and  noise  addict. 

Believe in mysticism. In search of freedom against the system in chaos and errors. Co‐founder of 

Re‐Records  (www.re‐records.com)  and  advisor  of  soundpocket  (www.soundpocket.org.hk). 

Currently running the live performance series NOISE to SIGNAL. 

www.myspace.com/sin_ned 

http://www.maitreyana.com/ 

 
Photo: Sin:Ned on MPW magazine 

http://www.re-records.com/
http://www.soundpocket.org.hk/
http://www.myspace.com/sin_ned
http://www.maitreyana.com/


Kai Fagaschinski (DE) 

clarinetist | composer/performer | nightwatch 

* 6.10.1974 in dannenberg/elbe (d) 

the berlin-based clarinetist and composer/performer focuses on a subtle musicality of sound and 

noise phenomena. as an autodidact he has developed an anomalous language on his instrument. his 

music is rooted in abstractness, including increasingly an insidious expressivity and a pre-melodic 

quality. he works on the borderline of composition and improvisation, with a preference for 

long-term collaborations.  

his projects are the international nothing - clarinet duo with michael thieke (cd: mainstream, ftarri 

2006 / less action, less excitement, less everything, ftarri 2010), los glissandinos with klaus filip 

(cd: stand clear, creative sources 2005), the magic i.d. - song project with margareth kammerer, 

christof kurzmann & michael thieke (cd/vinyl: till my breath gives out, erstwhile 2008 / i'm so 

awake - sleepless i feel, staubgold 2011), duo with burkhard stangl (cd: musik - ein portrait in 

sehnsucht, erstwhile 2009), the dogmatics with chris abrahams (lp: the sacrifice for the music 

became our lifestyle, monotype 2012), here comes the sun with gunter schneider & barbara romen, 

kommando raumschiff zitrone with christof kurzmann (cd: first time ever i saw your face, 

quincunx 2006), duo with bernhard gal (cd: going round in serpentines, charhizma 2005), rebecca 

with michael renkel (cd: rebecca [two variations], charhizma 2003), no furniture with boris 

baltschun and axel dörner (cd: no furniture, creative sources 2003), and (exceptionally) solo. 

he performed his music around the world at numerous festivals for contemporary improvised 

music. 

http://kylie.klingt.org 

 

Photo: Kai Fagaschinski at Kule, 2010; by courtesy of Kai Fagaschinski 

 

Dongfeng Impro Committee (CN) 

A group of experimental musicians and improvisers in Beijing. each time they set up a workshop, 

http://kylie.klingt.org/


game or special rules and change name for specific performance. Have been as Winter Impro 

Committee, Mars Impro Committee, Lo-Fi Sin-Fi Impro Committee, Ad Hoc Impro Committee, 

Friends Impro Committee etc. They have played at Sally Can’t Dance Festival, Miji Concert, 

Chinese-Swiss Music for Film Festival etc. 

This time they are consist of Shi Yang (object and laptop), Li Qing (synthsizer), Li Zenghui (sax), 

VAVABOND (laptop), GogoJ (hardware and violin) Yan Yulong (violin) and Wang Ziheng. 

 
Photo: Ad Hoc Impro Committee at XP Club, Beijing, 2012; taken by Yan Jun 

 

Free Music Collective of Shanghai (CN) 

A creative music group established by Shanghai based improvisers and sound artists. It practices 

wider possibilities of group musicians based on improvastion. Such as improvised/composed, 

electronical/acoustic, solo/group, and so on. 

Members: Hxang (electronics), Mai Mai (guitar), Xu Cheng (electronics), Se Bao (Double Bass), 

Xu Zhe (double bass), Wang Tian (cello), Yin Yi (laptop), Tao Yi (drums) and Jun-Y Ciao (clarinet, 

saxophone) 



 
Photo: Free Music Collective of Shanghai at BM Space 

 

Li Jiahong (CN) 

Li Jianhong is one of the most active Chinese noise / Improvisation artists in Mainland China of 

present days. His involvement in China’s experimental culture started since the late 1990s, being 

the founder of several groups such as the Second Skin, D!O!D!O!D! and members of groups such 

as Pisces Iscariots and VagusNerve.  

In 2011, he together with VAVABOND established a new label C.F.I. (China Free Improvisation). 

Li Jianhong early creation concentrated on violent noises made from various sound resources such 

as TV electromagnetic waves, contact microphones and effect pedals. Nowadays, his majorly 

plays guitar and effect pedals with his style around improvised music, noise music and 

psychedelic music. From 2008, he began to explore the relationship between environment and 

performance by making music under the name of “environment improvisation”. 

By now, Li Jianhong has released almost 30 albums in labes such as PSF, Utech, Post-concrete， 

Archive, Sub Rosa and 2pi Records, which covers countries and regions such as China, the United 

States, Japan, Belguim, Russia, France and Hong Kong. 

http://www.china-free-improv.com/?p=676 

 

http://www.china-free-improv.com/?p=676


 

Photo: Li Jianhong; by courtesy of Li Jianhong 

 

Feng Hao (CN) 

Feng Hao is a Beijing based experimental music artists, also known as DJ Strausss that are his 

aliases used in his various projects and creative styles including noise,experimental music,sound 

collage, performance& video art ect.He is also a member of experimental band Walnut Room and 

N4A. In 2007, he release main album named Sound. His collage work Pleasure been selected in 

1994-2004 China Avant-Guard Music by UBUWEB. Single Track ParaREM been selected in 

VA:2 by BrainWave Communication Records.He performed in exprimental music concert series 

Waterland Kwanyin , Art Beijing2006, Get It Louder 2007 (Beijing), MINI MIDI Festival (2006, 

2007),  Sally Can’t Dance Festival (2008, 2009) ect. 

www.myspace.cn/fenghaofenghao 

 
Photo: Feng Hao at Mini Midi Festival, June, 2010, Fuzhou; taken by Lao Wang 

http://www.myspace.cn/fenghaofenghao


 

Li Zenghui (CN) 

Born in 1983 in Qingdao. 

Plays saxophone, voice and micro theater. 

He is member of Walnut Room, N4A, Wu Li Qunao, Rice 屎 Corpse and H1N1. also a memebr of 

director Cao Kefei’s theater company Ladybug. 

He has played at Waterland Kwanyin, Mini Midi Festival, Sugar Jar Live and Sally Can’t Dance 

Festival. 

His debut album “Live at Waterland Kwanyin” was released on Sub Jam/Kwanyin Records in 

2009. 

http://site.douban.com/lzh/ 

http://www.subjam.org/archives/611 

 

 

Photo: Li Zenghui at Waterland Kwanyin 129, 2008, Beijing; taken by Qiao Qiao 

 

Mafeisan (CN) 

The best Chinese noise experimental groups before and after mixing, committed to the traditional 

acoustic instrumental rock unconventional deduce and damage of the traditional routine to deduce, 

with free improvisation technique from time to time on the cause of the subversive hearing events. 

http://site.douban.com/mafeisan/ 

 

http://site.douban.com/lzh/
http://www.subjam.org/archives/611
http://site.douban.com/mafeisan/


 

Photo: Mafeisan live in Tokyo, 2012; by courtesy of Li Yangyang 

 

Liu Xinyu (CN) 

Born in Beijing in 1990. start his guitar solo project since 2009. He has no interest on melody. But 

on subtle development of and between simple static sounds. His music is minimalism and 

meaningless 

http://site.douban.com/liuxinyu/ 

 

 
Photo: Liu Xinyu at Miji Concert no.10, 2012, Beijing; taken by Yan Jun 

http://site.douban.com/liuxinyu/


 

 

VAVABOND (CN) 

As one of the few female experimental musicians in mainland China, Wei Wei’s intrepid sound 

balances atmospheric environmental sounds with improvisational granular synthesis and 

processed signals. What others might consider the humming of the unknown–electromagnetism, 

the cosmos, insect buzzing–Wei Wei finds a sophisticated economy of sound. 

Along with her solo project VAVABOND, Wei Wei maintains an ongoing collaboration with 

guitarist Li Jianhong, and is a member of psychedelic noise group VagusNerve. Her varied 

interests include time based practice, machine drones and improvisational structures. 

She has performed at numerous experimental music venues, new media festivals, art exhibitions, 

and fashion shows. NOIShangai, Mini Midid Music Festival, Get It Louder Exhibition, and the 

2PI Festival are a few notable events that Wei Wei has performed. She is also an organizing 

member of experimental music label China Free Improvisation (CFI). 

http://site.douban.com/vavabond 

http://www.vavabond.com/ 

 

 
Photo: VAVABOND live 

 

Yin Yi (CN) 

Yin Yi. A Shanghai based composer, sound artist and phonographer. 

Founder of BM Space (www.bmspace.org). 

Founder-member of Free Music Collective of Shanghai 

As an independent composer, his range of work includes live music performance, contemporary 

dance and physical theatre. His music frequently used by modern dance company and dance artist 

like Zuhe Niao (Shanghai), Tanzcompagnie (Berlin), Contemporary Dance Company of 

http://site.douban.com/vavabond
http://www.vavabond.com/
http://www.bmspace.org/


Guangdong, ect. 

As a sound artist, Yin Yi focuses on the sound from city and daily life and researches by his 

location recording project “City Sound Travel”. 

YinYi also make sound installation and video art to define the sound art from him. 

 

 

Photo: Yin Yi’s installation work; by courtesy of V Art Center 

Mai Mai (CN) 

Born 1982,free-improvising guitarist, in 2008 found the organization “R.E.S.O.”(Reconstruct the 

Experimental Soundscape of Ourselves) and organize the free music events in Shanghai. In 2011 

joined in “Free Music Collective of Shanghai”. 

http://site.douban.com/maimai/room/145908/ 

 

Jun-Y Ciao (CN) 

Born in Shanghai in 1978, he is an artist, musician and editor. From 1999 to 2006 he studied in 

Germany at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf and did his master at the Akademie der Künste in 

Mainz in 2008. Since 2005 he is working with the duo MTDM (No Legs Horse) with Yi Tao. 2009 

he founded One and Half Tone Music. Furthermore he is performing with the electro-acoustic 

project Power Wood Quality with the German electronic musician Olaf Hochherz. In 2010 

founding of the trio No Legs Horse with Headless Rider feat. Yi Tao and German trumpet player 

Justin Sebastian. 

http://site.douban.com/mtdm/  

http://soundcloud.com/chinasound...  

 

http://site.douban.com/maimai/room/145908/
http://site.douban.com/mtdm/
http://soundcloud.com/chinasoundresearch


     
Photo: (left) Mai Mai; (right) Jun-Y Ciao 

 

Tao Yi (CN) 

Born in Shanghai in 1978, YI Tao is an artist, percussionist and improviser. 1999-2002 he studied 

at the Academy of the Fine Arts, University Mainz Germany, 2005 graduated from the Academy 

of Fine Arts in Düsseldorf Germany. 2005 Yi Tao formed a free music group MTDM with 

Jun-Yuan Zhao. Since 2009 YI Tao is member of the artist collective Zuzhi. 

http://site.douban.com/mtdm/ 

 

 

Photo: Tao Yi 

http://site.douban.com/mtdm/


Wang Changcun (CN) 

Born in 1981 in Ha’erbin. He is a composer on electronic music, a sound artist and an iOS 

software writer. Alongside his sound art career, he is a photographer as well. 

He has released albums on Sub Rosa and Post-Concrete labels. His works were sellected into 

“China, Sonic Avant-Garde” and “An Anthology of Noise & Electronic Music”.  

http://ayrtbh.net/ 

http://httpwang.net 

 

Photo: Wang Changcun at 2Pi Festival, 2004, Hangzhou; taken by Dajuin Yao 

 

Torturing Nurse (CN) 

started on 2004.04.25 till FOREVER! 

from the Shanghai，China composed of analogue harsh noise/pure noise group，has now done over 

130 performances，has been published in various brands including the limited cdr、tape、vinyl、

cd，ect in more than 250 recordings all over the world!! 

runs noise lable Shasha Records、爆音 and also organizes monthly noise/free/avant gigs in 

Shanghai call NOIShanghai!!! 

Their por 

tfolio features Incapacitants、K2、Government Alpha、Astro、GX Jupitter-Larsen、Sete Star Sept、

Zbigniew Karkowski，ect who are well known in the scenes of extreme noise、free improvisation、

grindcore，ect!!!! 

In 2010，Torturing Nurse is sponsored to perform in contemporary art festival My World IMAGES 

in Copenhagen，Denmark；in 2011，Cut My Throat vol.1 in Hong Kong；in 2012，Against 2012：

Fukuoka Extreme Music Festival，in that period joint Nojiji、Sin:Ned eight days tour and seven 

performances in Oita、Fukuoka、Osaka、Tokyo，Japan!!!!! 

http://site.douban.com/torturingnurse/ 

http://myspace.com/torturingnurseforever 

http://ayrtbh.net/
http://httpwang.net/
http://site.douban.com/torturingnurse/
http://myspace.com/torturingnurseforever


 

 
Photo: Junky of Torturing Nurse at Bears, Osaka, September, 2012; by courtesy of Junky 

 

Xu Cheng (CN) 

Born in 1980. Since 1999, Cheng has worked with different styles of sound and music, include 

musique concrète, plunderphonics, electro-acoustic, harsh noise, ambient and improvised music. 

In 2003, his works were selected in the first survey anthology of Chinese sound art “China-The 

Sonic Avant Garde” (Post-Concrete). 

In 2005, together with JUNKY, formed the NOIShanghai event to promote experimental music. 

which has presented over 50 concerts by sound artists and noiser from around the world. In same 

year, Cheng joined the world-renowed noise group Torturing Nurse, which has presented over 100 

performances and 200 releases. 

In 2010, Cheng joined the free improvisation group Free Music Collective of Shanghai. 

In 2011 together with sound artist Da Xiao (aka Huang Lei), Cheng formed A/V industrial group 

the Mustangs in Social Modulator. 

In 2012, Scape-Sequencer, an A/V work for Live performance of Cheng won the Award of 

Distinction in Prix Ars Electronica in Austria.  

http://noishanghai.org/xucheng/  

http://noishanghai.org/tmism/  

http://noishanghai.org/xucheng/
http://noishanghai.org/tmism/


 

Photo: Xu Cheng; by courtesy of Xu Cheng 

 

Liu Yanan (CN, dance) 

Choreographer and dancer. Was born in 1982 in Shanghai. She studied traditional fold dance since 

childhood. After graduated from Fudan University she founded a postmodern body company “组

合嬲” with artists from different background. She has performed in Germany, Switzerland, 

Holland and other European countries. With work “Tongue’s Memory of Home” she wins grand 

prix of Switzerland International Theater Art Festival in 2006. 

She is co-founder of BM Space (body and music). 

Video: http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNDE4MzUyNTky.html 

 

Photo: Liu Yanan at Shang Theater, 2012, Beijing; taken by Yan Jun 

http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNDE4MzUyNTky.html


 

G is X is Y (FR/CN) 

One of two members of X is Y. 

A French guitarist/singer based in Shanghai. A passionate math rock discover. 

Free download: http://download.xisy.cn.com 

http://site.douban.com/xisy/ 

 

 

Photo: X is Y at Yuyintang, May, 2012, Shanghai; taken by Jiu Jian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://download.xisy.cn.com/
http://site.douban.com/xisy/


Jiang Yuhui (CN, lecture) 

Jiang Yuhui was born in 1976 in Shanghai. He is associate professor in philosophy department of 

East China Normal University. MA of the École Normale Supérieure Paris (ENS). PHD of Fudan 

University. 

He is author of Study on Deleuze’s Body-Esthetics (East China Normal University Publishing 

House, 2007) and translater of books such as Mille Plateaux, Proust et les Signes and Aux Bords 

du Politiquc. 

 

Adel Wang Jing (CN, lecture) 

She was born in 1982 in Lanzhou. PHD of Interdisciplinary Art of Ohio University. Her PHD 

paper “Making and Unmaking Freedom: Sound, Affect and Beijing” is on the topic of 

experimental music and sound art in Beijing. now she is teaching in School of Media and 

International Culture of Zhejiang University 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Kikoe 

An experimental documentary film about experimental music. 

 

 
 

Documentary, Japan Chikara Iwai, 2009, 99', Digi Beta NTSC, English sub title (on screen), 

Chinese subtitle (on subtitle machine) 

Writer: Chikara Iwai 

Photography: Chikara Iwai 

Music: Otomo Yoshihide and more 

Sound: Otomo Yoshihide 

Montage: Chikara Iwai 

With: DJ Spooky, Jan Švankmajer, Jim O'rourke, Keiji Haino, Mattin, Min Tanaka, Naruyoshi 

Kikuchi, Otomo Yoshihide, Takahiko Iimura, Taku Sugimoto, Taku Unami, Yamataka EYE, 

Yoshio Ootani 

Production: Chikara Iwai  

A document of a system observed from a fixed point, and the point is the musician Otomo 

Yoshihide. It is a gesture, arbitrary yet perfect, as though connecting stars with lines and giving a 

name to the constellation. 

http://www.kikoe-otomo.com/ 

http://movie.douban.com/subject/3574581/ 

 

video clips: 

http://youtu.be/O7tXndcEpSY 

http://youtu.be/1wmaL6IHMMU 

video clip for inside China: 

http://www.kikoe-otomo.com/
http://movie.douban.com/subject/3574581/
http://youtu.be/O7tXndcEpSY
http://youtu.be/1wmaL6IHMMU


http://www.tudou.com/v/H2sQRYuWxu4/&rpid=63265925&resourceId=63265925_04_05_99/

v.swf 

 

 

 

 

 

Chikara Iwai (JP, film) 

Filmmaker/Artist Born in Gunma, Japan, 1977. 

By using different types of materials and medium such as video, 2D, 3D and installations, Iwai's 

works approach to refer to the particular phenomenon derived from "Recordings and recorded 

plate or media". In addition to the involvement in contemporary art with the award winning film at 

"One Minute Word Festival" in Brazil, he also creates PVs and short films for musicians in Japan 

and abroad. After committing himself at a TV production company "TV MAN UNION", he 

started filming a documentary of a world－renowned musician, Otomo Yoshihide in 2005. Since 

2006, Iwai is running an event space, "GRID605", in collaboration with Otomo. 

http://www.wordpublic.com/chikara/ 

http://www.tudou.com/v/H2sQRYuWxu4/&rpid=63265925&resourceId=63265925_04_05_99/v.swf
http://www.tudou.com/v/H2sQRYuWxu4/&rpid=63265925&resourceId=63265925_04_05_99/v.swf
http://www.wordpublic.com/chikara/

